Budicon Regular License Agreement

Effective date: February 02, 2016.
Prepared by Budi Harto Tanrim as the founder of Budicon
Link: http://budicon.buditanrim.co

THIS IS A LEGAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU - "THE LICENSEE",
AND BUDI HARTO TANRIM AS "THE LICENSOR".
BY PURCHASING OR DOWNLOADING ANY ICONS FROM BUDICON
WEBSITE OR ANY OTHER METHOD, YOU SIGNIFY YOUR
AGREEMENT AND ARE BOUND TO THE TERMS AND CONDITION OF
THIS AGREEMENT.

1. Definitions
1.1. "Agreement" means this License Agreement.

1.2. "Asset" means all files in the .zip file when you purchased Classic
set of Budicon, this is including vector files, graphic images and
icon font files.

2. Licensing
By purchasing and downloading Budicon, the Licensee are granted a
non-transferable and non-exclusive license to use "Asset". The Asset
may be accessed and used by the Licensee and up to five other people
employed by the Licensee.

3. Permitted Uses
The Licensee is permitted to:


Use the Asset for an unlimited number of personal projects as long as not
including more than 100 unique icons. (as further specified in clause 4
for limitation);



Use the Asset for an unlimited number of commercial projects as long as
not including more than 40 unique icons. (as further specified in clause 5
for limitation);



Use and collaborate the raterized files with templates that you create and
resell in open-marketplaces (e.g ThemeForest) without giving any vectors
files (EPS, PSD, AI). (as further specified in clause 5 for limitation);



You may make one copy of the Asset solely for back-up or archival
purposes or transfer the Asset to a single hard drive for YOU alone,
provided that you keep the original and accompanying documentation in
your possession;



Modify the Icon in shape, color, size, and/or file format and use the
modified icons, but this does not allow you to sell or license them.

4. Prohibited & Limitation
The Licensee is agree that he/she SHALL NOT and is NOT ALLOWED
to:


Do anything not expressly permitted under the paragraph headed
"Permitted Uses" above.



Including more than 100 unique icons in an online/offline generator,
application or website. (please contact me to increase number of icons or
remove this limitation).



Transfer the Asset to more than 4 other employees/partners/team
member in your organization to use the Asset. (please contact me to
increase number of users or remove this limitation).



Post any of the Asset on any electronic bulletin board, FTP, or file sharing
programs;



Redistribute or put the Asset in any downloadable format is strictly
prohibited. Regardless of whether the Asset is in their originial state or in
modified state.



Sell, resold, sublicensed, rented, transfered or otherwise grant rights or
made available for use or detached from the Asset is stricly prohibited.

5. Commercial Works Limitation (For the use of the Asset on
themes, templates, etc.)
The Licensee, that is using the Asset in a commercial work, cannot
include (or make available to the customer) more than 40 icons in an
online/offline generator, application or website. Also, the Licensee is not
allowed to give any vector or considered source file as: EPS, PSD, AI.
For example you cannot add more than 40 unique icons in a template or
theme, that is for sale. The Asset may not be re-sold, sublicensed,
transfered, rented or otherwise made available to others.
In order to remove this limitation, please contact me for Extended license.

6. Copyright
All of the Asset are owned by Budi Harto Tanrim and are protected by
Copyright law, and are bound by the laws in force in Indonesia. No title to
or intellectual property rights to the Asset is transferred to you. Budi Harto
Tanrim retains all rights not expressly granted by this License Agreement.
Trademarks shall be used in accordance with accepted trademark
practice, including identification of trademark owner's name. Trademarks
can only be used to identify printed or electronic output produc ed by the
Asset. Such use of any trademark does not give you any rights of
ownership in that trademark. Except as stated above, this License
Agreement does not grant you any intellectual property rights in the
Asset. Unpublished rights are reserved. You must leave all copyright
notices and text intact and unaltered the Asset. This includes Font and
CSS files.

7. Termination
If the Licensee do not abide by the terms of the Agreement, Budi Harto
Tanrim has the right to terminate this Agreement, in which you must
cease all use of the Asset, and destroy all your copies of the icons including any back-up copies.

8. Limited Warranty
Budi Harto Tanrim warrants, agrees and undertakes with the Licensee
that: To the best of the knowledge of Budi Harto Tanrim, the Asset are not
defamatory, obscene or immoral, and do not infringe any rights of
copyright or other intellectual property or proprietary rights of third parties,
but no right of action shall accrue against Budi Harto Tanrim in the event
of the Asset being deemed or found to be defamatory, obscene or
immoral or an infringement of third party rights. Furthermore, no claim or
action of any sort can arise against Budi Harto Tanrim in this Agreement
for the use of these Asset and no liability can attach to Budi Harto Tanrim
for any acts, omissions or failures on the part of the Licensee to comply
with the terms of this Agreement.

9. Refund Policy
All sales from official Budicon website or any other method of the Asset
are final and non-refundable.

Kind Regards,
Budi Tanrim
http://buditanrim.co
dribbble.com/buditanrim
contact me for support: thebudicon@gmail.com

